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Modular solutions  

VRtouch DK     

Data Sheet  

VRtouch Development Kit (DK) is a comprehensive set of development tools for VR/AR content creators. The VRtouch DK allows 

the integration of the VRtouch device tactile feedback features in your new and existing VR/AR applications. VRtouch features hand 

interaction with high quality simulation of the tactile sensation for VR immersive interaction scenarios such as: touching or grabbing of 

virtual objects, button pressing, click, and many others.  

The coupling of hand interaction and tactile feedback in a VR/AR application increases the accuracy generating greater control 

and dexterity. With VRtouch the overall interaction experience becomes natural and closer to what the user experiences in real life. 

Natural interaction reduces to zero the time needed by the user to adapt the interaction strategy resulting incredible enhancement 

of the immersion. This happens because including a plausible tactile feedback literally means adding the third sense in VR/AR.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The DK is conceived as a modular environment. Indeed, each element of the DK is a module. Modules are either hardware elements or 

software/enablers of specific features. The modules work together providing a smooth and effective experience. The offer will grow 

with new features and modules. In addition, custom modules to meet specific costumers’ need will be considered upon request.  

To date the available modules are the following:  

3 SENSES IN VIRTUAL REALITY  

REALISTIC EXPERIENCE  

GREATER IMMERSION  

NATURAL INTERACTION: REAL CONTACT, REALISTIC 

TOUCH SENSATION, INTUITIVE GRABBING    

SHORT LEARNING TIME   

 

VRTOUCH DEVICE  

HAPTICS  

TRACKING  

DASHBOARD  

GRAPHIC ENGINE  

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS* 

 Windows® 10 Fall creators update (version 
1709 and later) Pro or Enterprise edition 

 Intel i3-6100 / AMD Ryzen 3 1200, FX4350 or 
greater  

 NVIDIA GTX 1050 Ti / AMD Radeon RX 470 or 
greater  

 4 GB RAM or more 

 USB 2.0 port 
 Bluetooth connection (BLE 4.1 or later) 
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Dashboard 

BASIC 

Devices  

(on request*)  

 

Haptics  

 

Tracking  

 

Graphic engine  

ADVANCED 

 

Dashboard 

ADVANCED 

Devices  

(on request*)  

 

The offer 

VRtouch DK BASIC (evaluation pack) VRtouch DK PRO (full pack) 

*The minimum number of 

devices to access to the offer 

is one. However, the  

recommended number of 

devices for the best  

experience is at the  

least three.  

VRtouch is a wearable haptic device designed to offer the possibility to touch, interact and naturally manipulate objects in virtual and 

augmented reality (VR/AR). Each VRtouch device integrates a flexible and scalable technology which allows the device to work either 

alone or in combination with other VRtouch devices. Wearing 6 devices at the same time (3 on each hand: thumb, index and middle 

finger) guarantees the most effective interaction with every haptic scenario. It is possible to purchase as many VRtouch as needed. 

The device is wireless, and it can be connected to any PC satisfying the minimum requirements. The minimal battery life is 30  

minutes*.  This allows long VR/AR sessions without interruptions. VRtouch has been designed to be ergonomic and it includes an 

innovative magnetic regulation system that allows the same device to fit any finger sizes. The device is durable and easy to clean. 

VRtouch complies with    ,    and        regulations. The VRtouch device module includes the essential cables to connect, charge, and 

upgrade the device.  

*Tests have been performed under heavy load usage 

VRtouch DEVICE 

HAPTICS 

Thanks to the proprietary haptics algorithms, VRtouch is capable of high quality haptic rendering. This includes: touch feedback, 

click, button feedback and vibration delivered through accurate cutaneous force feedback. The amazing haptic capabilities of 

VRtouch allows the developers to recreate natural interaction in VR environments and develop immersive and  

realistic experiences meeting specific needs.  

TRACKING 

External hand tracking systems bring the real-time position and interpretation of hand movements in VR. Indeed, it’s the tracking 

system that gathers and processes hand and fingers position, and their movement data. Several hand tracking systems are currently 

available on the market. Go Touch VR do not provide a proprietary hand tracking system, but it supports third party tracking systems. 

The tracking module includes the integration of VRtouch device with Leap Motion hand tracking system. With the basic tracking  

module, the tracking of the hands will rely only on the external tracking system without taking into account of the data collected by the 

internal IMU embedded in each VRtouch device. The list of supported tracking systems might change in the future and include other 

hand tracking systems.  

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS* 

 Windows® 10 Fall creators update (version 
1709 and later) Pro or Enterprise edition 

 Intel i3-6100 / AMD Ryzen 3 1200, FX4350 or 
greater  

 NVIDIA GTX 1050 Ti / AMD Radeon RX 470 or 
greater  

 4 GB RAM or more 

 USB 2.0 port 

 Bluetooth connection (BLE 4.1 or later) 
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User manager  

It allows the VRtouch user to register his product and manage his customer profile.  

Diagnostic system 

It is a tool that recognize the VRtouch device health status. 

Feedbacks and support system 

It allows the users to send feedbacks about potential issues, bugs or features of 
both the device and software.  

Update manager 

Automatic tool that allows to check for updates and to install them for both firmware 
and software.  
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The VRtouch Dashboard is the essential software platform that allows the use of the VRtouch devices. The use of the dashboard is 

required for the devices to work properly. 

Basic 

The basic module dashboard module includes the Dashboard LT: a light version of the Dashboard. With Dashboard LT the user can 

login into his profile, use the VRtouch devices, check the licensing status and send feedbacks to the developers.  

Advanced 

The advanced dashboard module includes the Dashboard Pro: this is the full version of the Dashboard which includes many  

additional features. VRtouch Dashboard Pro allows to manage and work with the VRtouch devices, and all their functionality, in the 

easiest way possible. In particular, it includes: 

A graphic engine is a software framework designed for the creation and development of 3D experiences (in the specific case VR/

AR). Go Touch VR do not provide for a proprietary Graphic engine, but it supports third party graphic engines. The graphic engine 

modules are packages that allow for the integration, in the easiest way possible, of VRtouch capabilities in a specific graphic engine. 

In this way developers are free to implement the sense of touch through VRtouch in their existing projects. Technical documentation, 

and source code for sample applications showing how to integrate the key features of VRtouch in the graphic engine are included in 

the module to clarify the development framework.  

Basic  

The basic module includes the C# libraries. This will allow to use VRtouch in Unity 3D engine. Additional programming languages 

might be supported in the future.  

Advanced 

The advanced module includes a specific Unity 3D package including pre-set haptic signals enabling the simulation of the tactile  

sensation for common interaction scenarios. Using pre-sets included in the graphic engine advanced module, it will be straight forward, 

for the developers, to include tactile feedbacks for the interactions (such as pushing buttons, clicking, and touching or grabbing  

objects). Additional graphic engine might be supported in the future.  

DASHBOARD 

GRAPHIC ENGINE 

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS* 

 Windows® 10 Fall creators update (version 
1709 and later) Pro or Enterprise edition 

 Intel i3-6100 / AMD Ryzen 3 1200, FX4350 or 
greater  

 NVIDIA GTX 1050 Ti / AMD Radeon RX 470 or 
greater  

 4 GB RAM or more 

 USB 2.0 port 

 Bluetooth connection (BLE 4.1 or later) 
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With the VRtouch DK developers can add the sense of touch to VR/AR applications. This opens to a new world of opportunities as 

VRtouch tactile feedback can be used and customized in many ways. For instance, considering a standard VR/AR scenario where  

virtual objects that can be grabbed by users, the developer is free to decide the type, and entity of tactile feedback given to the user. 

This can be either a standard realistic tactile feedback (simulating the sense of touch that the user would experience in real life) or a 

custom tactile feedback such as a stronger force feedback or a vibration with specific parameters. VRtouch opens infinite possibilities 

in practical applications such as Professional Training, Data Interaction, Simulations, Healthcare, CAD, Gaming, and Music  

Playing applications and the modular offer allows the customers/partners to build the environment that best fits their specific  

applications.   

• In Professional Training, developers can give the trainee the ability to hold an object, manipulate it, feel its consistence through 

the sense of touch. Furthermore, thanks to customized feedback trainees will be able to recognize, among the others, danger  

zones, actions or materials. 

• In Data Interaction, developers can allow their users for a better interaction and actions on the data through personalized tactile 

feedbacks. 

• In Simulations and Healthcare, developers can integrate the third sense into realistic scenarios in which users can practice before 

applying the learned procedures into real situations or medical operations. 

• In CAD, developers can give technicians the possibility to make reliable ergonomics and accessibility tests, highlight specific parts 

of the design, such as unmovable parts, without visually changing the component. For instance, this is of interest for remote design 

review applications. 

• In Virtual Desktops developers can foster intuitive recognitions of specific buttons that cannot be pushed, not usable menus or 

locked files, or provide with a virtual keyboard with realistic key press sensation. 

• In Gaming, developers can take advantage of new game and level design opportunity, as the user will be able to interact with  

invisible elements or to distinguish invisible properties through hidden layers. 

• In Music Playing applications, developers can foster a more immersive learning practice through the integration of touch  

sensations, for example while pressing strings or keys. 

Entry offer opportunities and applications 

These are just examples of the various opportunities offered by our entry offer solution. In addition, GO touch 

VR can develop or co-develop personalized modules and solutions to fullfill specific needs. To support the 

development, Go Touch VR also provides for training on how to bring the haptics to existing VR applications.  
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Updates 

Updates are available for all the modules. Updates are not global but exclusive for each  

specific module. Customers and Partners will have access only to the updates related to the  

module included in their offer. Updates might include improvements and new features.  

GET IN TOUCH! 

Copyright © 2017, Go Touch VR. All rights reserved. This document and images are provided for information purposes 

only, and the contents hereof are subject to change without notice. This document is not warranted to be error-free, nor 

subject to any other warranties or conditions, whether expressed orally or implied in law, including implied warranties and 

conditions of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. We specifically disclaim any liability with respect to this 

document, and no contractual obligations are formed either directly or indirectly by this document. This document may not 

be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, for any purpose, without our prior 

written permission. 


